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About This Content

“The Book Club” Master Thief Character Pack contains four Master Thief skins based on well-known literary characters: Miss
Alice, Ebeneezer Scrooge, Sherlock Holmes, and Tiny Tim.
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I enjoyed this simple platformer. It has a few small issues but nothing that would steer me away from the game. As a buyer, I
think this is good fun & worth it!. breaks my os"s graphical setteings when changing the settings in-game.
Chara only moves backwards, not match the video.
My 2hs playing time is not for playing, but for lunch while waiting the game to start up.
loading time is unreasonably long.

i understand its in Early access status, but the game hasn't reached the standard to take money yet.
i request refund, and will wait for a year or so for the game to improve.
. Card game rpg? Why not... fun for a little while unless you’re into cards, then you'll have a blast methinks. There should be an
'iffy' button for "Do you recommend this game?". More positive than negative so I'll say Yes.. nostalgia. but on the first Sony PS
1 better

Darksone is an Action / RPG released back in 1999. The game is three-dimensional, and it is worth understanding that at that
time the games made in 3D did not look very soft.

The plot is not intricate and comes down to the appearance of the main villain in the form of a dragon on whom we will go
hunting, collecting along the way 7 stones to kill him. After killing the dragon opens a video clip as a reward. A good reason to
go through the game :)

Of the features of the gameplay can be divided into two points:
- 2 characters between which you can switch, you play one, and the second is controlled by a computer. What you yourself
understand is very convenient when mowing down weak monsters.
- The characters have a scale of hunger. Delivers only one inconvenience. If it ends, the characters will slowly lose their health,
which in principle is not terrible, but at the same time they are so wary that it is difficult to endure :)

Bottom line: if you like old games, and the hits that everyone has heard already, you can pay attention to this game.. Basically,
Bejeweled Twist wrapped in typical Square RPG design. Doesn't really add to the game, there are better match-3 alternatives
out there. Not really worth it.. This an early acess game, but the devs are too lazy to update. No update for the year I've had it, as
far as I know.. I wished to finish a play through of this game before writing a review. Not because I was unsure of it at first (I
very much was smitten right away), but because the game does have some technical issues that become rather jarring. Yes, the
game is quite buggy. I had scenes just not play at all and leave me with either a close up on a texture, or with a character that
could just walk around and not interact. These could be fixed by restarting the game. Other times I would have situations where
textures didn't appear to load at all (I say "appear" as some circumstances I couldn't decide if it was just something I SHOULD
see, or something that is just being assumed there because the characters describe it).

With such issues, why would I finish the game at all? I'll admit, I had a couple moments where I quit entirely for the night
because the game was being fussy. But the characters, story, and visual style kept me coming back. I love the take on these
characters and their interactions with each other, and I would dearly hope to see what would happen next (if not a game, a comic
would be LOVELY). Tech issues aside, I loved this game. I wish there had been more time and money to polish up the many
rough edges, but I love it anyway, and I think it a wonder none-the-less.

(My ONLY huge complaint is that the story seems to jump around erratically in the last couple acts. I'm not sure if this was due
to the tech issues I was having, or perhaps some written scenes just were left out. Continuity breaks a wee bit near the end and it
took a bit for context clues to catch me up, but it just made me sad that I potentially missed good character bits!). I really
enjoyed this game. If your interested in text based game with zombies, give it a go.

Btw there's a sequel in the works. It's currently in open beta. Check it out !!!
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The very RNG nature of drops in EDF 4.1 make it almost a garuntee that you will make it to your first underground mission
without any vehicles that can be summoned underground.
Based on this fact alone, the Depth Crawler Gold Coat DLC is highly recommended.

As for how the gold coat version compares to the earliest normal model you can get in-game:
-You lose 100 HP, cutting the durability almost in half.
-The main cannons each have 99 ammo instead of 120, deal less damage, and fire in 3-round bursts. This makes them vastly
worse at handling large mobs, but slightly better at fighting single targets.
-The gatling gun does 15 damage per shot instead of 10 and comes with 200 more bullets, making it far superior for extended
fights.
-Walking and turning speeds are noticably increased.
Ironically, the standard version is the better choice for most underground missions. However, if you want a vehicle with a great
ammo count and low reload cost, the gold coat does well on many surface missions. Just don't expet it to take hits.. It suffers
from the normal problem with Paradox games. You have to pay another hundred to get the full experience on top of the base
game. It is just to much money for what it is, even when it is on sale.. The Yawhg is a great story-telling game with a interesting
plot, especially for first time players who have no clue as to what the Yawhg is. The game is quite replayble due its multiplul
possible endings, based on your decisions, If you enjoy "choose your own adventure" games, then this is definetley for you..
Most of the sword isn't even visible on the screen, It looks nice, what of it you can see, but having brought all the weapons, I
can't say I recommend any of them since they are mostly cut off by the screen... and all they do is sit on the back of the avatar
and do nothing.. fun c0-op game worth a punt-just bag every body swich off alarms. UPDATE!! 6\/12\/15 I REFUNDED THIS
GAME!

Please respect my opion.

So I checked this game out thinking wow, as a simulator nut freak this looks pretty cool.
How I was wrong.
I jumped into game with a 360 controller at first thinking "wow has control support nice" The controls on the controler were
garbage and uncontrolable. I could barely move with it and only got to one checkpoint in the tut before losing energy and not be
able to stop spinning. So I pretty much laughed the game off for awhile untill today, I came to the conclusion to try it again.
We'll Let me point this out, The controls are a little better and controlable with a keyboard they're still a bit wacky. I almost
finished the tut before running out of energy. I made up my mind to try a mission. I was doing great untill I realized the energy
bar is sooooo stupid. It's like trying to keep a charge on a Ipod 1st Gen. The game is relaxing but needs quite a bit of help. If this
game had like mechanics where your hands and stuff move or when you fix something you actuallly have a animation. Or even a
bit more distinct way of finding the objectives.
*Pros.
*Pretty Decent Graphcs and Designs.
*Good Specs.
*Really cool voice clips from real space missions.
*Decent music.
*Gamepad support (HIGHLY UNRECOMMENDED)

*Cons.
*Terrible movement.
*Energy bar runs out WAY to fast.
* I'd like to do missions inside the cabin too.
*Once out of control with no energy you're done
*The two little boxes that display info are kinda tacky.
*No user menu interface. (Can't change video, Buttons, Sensitivity ETC)

Conclusion: I can't determine if this game is for you or not. I wish I could put my review as inbetween because
it's negative and positive at the same time, One update is all this game needs and a couple of fixes and then I'll recommend the
game. But until then No. I can't quite remember how I ended up buying this game, but it had been sitting in my library for some
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time. I decided to finally download and give it an install.
It's a very basic, in a good way, turn based game. I enjoy those sorts of games, but often get put off by how long a game can
take. Not so in this. There is a fair amount of strategy to get your head into, and I have much more to learn, but you have 50
turns in which to play. 50 turns or less if you do not survive, that is.
For what it is, I am quite impressed and happy with this game and hope to see some evolution with its formula. I could
comfortably give it a solid 8/10 so far and look forward to seeing it develop.. I have only played the Intro I scenario against the
AI (General) so far. I did not encounter any card play bugs, or any (serious) bugs at all. There were a few minor things that
might have been glitches, but they did not affect gameplay. Every function is pretty clear from the interface without having to
read a manual. I was able to enjoyably play The Great War. I am familiar with the rules of the board game, and that may affect
the learning curve. I am recommending this game based on the promise of online multiplayer being added in a future update, as
I feel that is really needed for a game like this.. Play all of the content in the first thirty seconds.
Master the gameplay in a couple of minutes.
Uninstall.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gPP8mXm35-4
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